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An Expanded Companion to the Tarot Illuminati A companion to the shorter book provided in

theÂ Tarot IlluminatiÂ boxed kit, this guide provides further instruction into the meanings of the

cards. Explore a wealth of hands-on exercises and techniques. Discover breathtaking personal

insights. Work with advanced associations that create more profound insights. Integrate theÂ Tarot

IlluminatiÂ into your life, and let all of your most important questions be answered.
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This book has such a massive amount of knowledge about tarot in it that it is well worth it, and then

some. Kim Huggens has an extensive amount of knowledge about tarot, and a very creative way to

give insight to the cards. I highly recommend this book for the tarot illuminati deck, or to use with

any deck that uses the RWS style deck. This book is packed with history of the cards, meanings,

and a very creative way to look at the Tarot Illuminati deck.I could drop this to four out of five stars

because the menu to navigate the book makes it very difficult to find what you are looking for

quickly, but I simply use the search option on my reader to go where I want. I also understand that

this was put together in a very short period of time, which I simply can not see many, if any writers

out there who would be able to put this much knowledge into a book of this length in such a short



period of time (I believe the time given to put this together was a month or two at most.) This is

obviously showing that the author knows what she's doing, and someone you definitely need to take

advice and learn from. I think I am simply stunned at the size, and amount of info in this book that

has been put together in such a short period of time. Kudos to Kim Huggens (and Eric Dunne, I love

the deck :-)

I really love this book because as an intermediate to Tarot I have learned a lot. It has helped remove

blockages I had in the past about interpreting the cards. Kim does an excellent job in describing the

illuminate Tarot symbols. It good for beginners and advanced student of Tarot. You will find yourself

reading the cards easily in no time.

This is a lovely deck. It is well presented, and the included book with life size illustrations is good for

reading without having to juggle the cards at the same time (nice for reading in bed). The content is

quite good with the quotes from the illustrated characters worth a rereading and some thought. The

Complete Guide adds more infomration which deepens your understanding of the concepts

presented. Again, it has life-size or nearly so color illustrations of the cards which makes it better for

independant reading.

I do not yet own a physical deck of Tarot Illumatati but I do have the Android App. It is a beautiful

deck I do however, have the Kindle version of this book and am very pleased with it. It is an

excellent resource on tarot interpretation and can be used extensively for any RWS clone. Not every

symbol will match but there is enough cross-over information that this becomes a solid source of

information.From an informational point of view I'd give it 5+ stars. It's packed with lots of useful

information. From a formating point-of-view, I'd give it 3 stars. Aside from no card images, there is

little white space in the Kindle version so your eyes can tire quickly from the text-packed pages. It

would be better if at least blank lines were left between paragraphs.But don't let this sway you

against this e-book. The information in this is well worth the money

To watch my full review on this kit and all added accessories https://youtu.be/4fG9JFljFBcI love that 

allows you to read and preview the first 11 chapters on your kindle, I highly suggest doing that while

you anticipate the arrival of this book for your personal collection. It is really a must have. This has

extensive card meanings, including astrological and reversed meanings. The book that comes with

the deck does not have these. If your a beginner I might also suggest the Tarot Illuminati App on



Google Play for live practice readings so you have the answers at your fingertips. It's worth the 4.99,

however if you prefer a different free deck Galaxy Tarot is also a great app, one with your actual

cards is much better though. A must have book for your collection, for further reading I might

suggest Tarot 101 By Kim Huggens a very comprehensive course following the completed reading

of this book! Thanks

While this is a good book about Tarot, especially if you have this deck, it unfortunately lacks any of

the images that appear in the print version. So if you're the type that likes to see a picture of the

card the author writes about while not having to dig through your deck, that can be problematic.

Also, there are some parts where Huggens writes about specific spreads, and the images illustrating

the card positions are completely absent.If you have the deck kit that comes with the print version of

this book, buying the ebook version (like if you want to make the font bigger, hint hint) is pretty much

a waste of money.

Kim provides a deeper exploration of the symbols and derivations in the Tarot Illuminati deck. I am

reading a galley proof of this book, received from the author for review purposes- so I can't say

whether the final version is greatly different- but this is an impressive body of work. I maintain my

earlier assertion that this is not a deck for beginners, but a reasonably seasoned intermediate

reader who has mastered the basics will find this to be an excellent way to expand their

understanding. The way the information is handled makes it digestible for the student, yet there is

enough substance for the expert to find it a very satisfying reference tool as well. All in all, it's a very

good addition to the kit, and well worth the investment of time and energy to study and ponder it.
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